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Subject: Port of Anacortes Cap Sante Marina North Basin – Condition Assessment

On Tuesday, June 30th, and Wednesday, July 1st, 2015, PND performed a condition assessment of the
North Basin Docks in Cap Sante Marina. A prior assessment had been performed on a portion of MNO
Docks, with an assessment report issued on April 29, 2015. The previous MNO Docks assessment report
was used to develop repair plans to be completed at the time of planned dredging work necessary in the
immediate area. This assessment report will focus on the remainder of the North Basin Docks not
covered in the prior report. The assessment was conducted only on above‐water components of the
float system, piles, and general utility attachments. Underwater observations were not included. Utility
attachment assessment was limited to a visual observation of the attachments and hanger brackets
visible from the deck surface. Fire and water systems assessment was also based on visual observation
and excluded pressure testing of the systems. An electrical system condition assessment was performed
by Harbor Power Engineers, which excluded any load testing or calculations, and those observations are
attached to this report. The findings of this condition assessment are detailed in the body of this
memorandum and further depicted in the photos that are included. Photos typically demonstrate
specific components with significant deficiencies. The locations of exhibited photos are referenced in
the key plan, found at the beginning of the photo log.

INTRODUCTION
The floats in the North Basin of Cap Sante Marina are about 32 years old, constructed in 1983. The Port
is currently working on a separate project to dredge a portion of Cap Sante Marina near the North end
of the MNO Docks. While soundings were not performed as part of this project to determine the depth
in other areas, the remaining docks do not exhibit observable signs of grounding. However, several
other maintenance items were observed that should be taken into consideration to extend the life of
the marina.
This condition assessment is intended to assist in the development of a maintenance/replacement plan
for the future of the marina. It will identify general areas needing repair and/or rehabilitation as well as
replacement of various components of the system, as appropriate. This assessment report will provide
recommendations for various repair or replacement concepts required to extend the useful life of the
marina facilities as well as improve safety and address accessibility issues.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The float system consists of modular concrete construction with timber walers and steel thru‐rods,
which are the structural members providing the support that holds the concrete units together. The
finger floats are attached to the mainwalks using steel tri‐frames bolted using the thru‐rods. The float
system is anchored with creosote‐treated timber piles through steel pipe hoops attached along the
mainwalks and fingers. Utilities are all suspended beneath the walers using galvanized steel hanger
brackets. Utility pedestals (electrical, potable water, fire connections, and fire extinguisher cabinets) are
bolted directly to the top or sides of the walers.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Generally, the condition of the float system ranges from poor to average, depending on exposure and
other factors. Following is a simple matrix identifying the severity of condition and remaining life,
recommended action and expected life with recommended action:
Dock

General Condition (Service Life
Recommended Repair
Possible Service Life
Remaining)
Action*
with Action
G
Good to average (10 years +/‐)
Routine maintenance
Another 15 to 20 years
J‐K‐L
Average (5 years +/‐)
Repairs and maintenance
Another 15 to 20 years
M‐N‐O Average (5 years +/‐)
Repairs and maintenance
Another 15 to 20 years
P
Poor to average (2 to 3 years, max) Extensive repair
Another 15 to 20 years
Q
Poor (immediate attention req’d)
Full overhaul/repair
Another 15 to 20 years
* Recommended action shown in matrix is the repair/maintenance option. Full replacement (providing
50 to 60 years) is not presented in this matrix, but is covered later in report.
Several notable deficiencies were observed that should be repaired or replaced as appropriate. The
deficiencies generally consist of the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Variations in freeboard
Rotten, worn or damaged walers
Uneven float joints and trip points
Cracks, spalls and surface rust bleed
Corroded utility brackets
Loose utility pedestals
Reflective fire standpipe indicators missing
Lack of dock safety ladders
Vegetation growing on walers and timber piles
Electrical issues as presented in attached report by Harbor Power Engineers

Freeboard:
The target freeboard for these floats is 12 inches, corresponding to maintaining at least 4 inches
between the timber walers and the water. Freeboard measurements less than 11 inches or greater than
13 inches were noted. Also noted were any two cross‐float measurements resulting in more than one‐
inch difference from one side to the other for finger floats and two inches for mainwalk and headwalk
floats. Variations in freeboard can indicate a number of different problems, including loss of floatation,
damaged concrete bottom or walls, damaged walers, or loose thru‐rods. Freeboard issues can be
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corrected by addition of supplemental floatation, replacement of damaged walers, or adjustment
(loosening, adjusting and re‐tightening) of thru‐rods at tri‐frames and walers. Freeboard variations were
noted in approximately 10 finger floats on JKL Docks, 10 finger floats on MNO Docks, 1 finger float on P
Dock, 1 finger float on the G Dock, and extensively along Q Dock.
Walers:
Rotten, worn, or damaged walers can be a significant problem with modular concrete floats. The walers
and thru‐rods are the backbone of this style of float system and must be maintained regularly to avoid
damage to other components. Waler problems are often the cause for other symptoms such as uneven
float joints and trip points, accelerated wear on walers and thru‐rods, concrete cracking and spalling,
loose utility hangers and pedestals, loose pile hoops, etc. Timber exposed to the marine environment
generally has a life expectancy of 20 to 30 years.
Compromised walers were observed over approximately 50% of the mainwalk on Q Dock. Replacing all
of the walers in this area would be more cost effective than attempting to only replace the walers that
are damaged. Approximately 15% ‐ 20% of the walers on P Dock as well as JKL Docks were found to be
worn or decayed. Along MNO Docks approximately 10 or fewer individual walers were observed to be
compromised. More walers could be worn or decayed than what was observed, as they could be
damaged on the inside and not showing observable signs on the exterior. All suspect walers should be
replaced entirely with new pressure‐treated lumber and new galvanized thru‐rods. In some cases, the
walers have not deteriorated yet but are starting to wear at the bolt holes, allowing excess movement in
the connections and accelerating wear. In many of those instances, simply tightening all thru‐rod nuts
will reduce wear and extend float life (see attached Maintenance Guidelines from BMI for additional
information). It is recommended that walers that are starting to show wear (often exhibited by other
symptoms, as detailed above) should be replaced. It is recommended that any time new walers are
installed, the existing thru‐rods should be replaced with new galvanized rods, washers, and nuts. Walers
along the access floats and mainwalk floats are typically double 4x8’s, 16 feet long, and all joints are
staggered at the midpoint of a float module. Walers along the finger floats are typically a single
continuous glulam spanning the full length of the finger.
Several timber rubstrips were observed to be missing or loose. The rubstrips serve to protect the
structural walers from vessel damage and wear as well as protect vessels from damage from protrusions
like thru‐rods, utilities, etc. Loose or missing rubstrips should be secured or replaced as needed.
Trip Points
Uneven float joints and trip points (vertical distance greater than ¼ inch) were observed throughout
much of the marina. Q Dock gave the greatest concern for trip points, with approximately 30 locations
where trip points were observed. JKL Docks had approximately 30 trip points noted. MNO docks
followed, with approximately 20 locations of trip points. P Dock and G Dock each had less than 10
instances of trip points observed. These uneven float joints and trip points are a safety issue as well as a
symptom of other problems that require attention (see waler discussion above). For concrete to
concrete unevenness, loosening rods, aligning the concrete modules, and re‐tightening the thru‐rods
may correct the issue; however, in many cases we recommend replacing the walers at the location of
the uneven joint. In areas where trip points are caused by low timber walers in gaps between
mainwalks and fingers, wood material may be added above the low walers to fill the low gap and
eliminate the trip point. Where concrete panels at tri‐frames are uneven and not level with surrounding
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deck surfaces, the timber sleepers between concrete and steel frame should be replaced with new
sleepers (thicker or thinner) to provide a level final deck surface.
Concrete Surface Damage
Cracks, spalls and surface rust bleed were issues observed in many instances along the concrete surface.
This is evidence that chlorides (salt water intrusion) have reached the reinforcing steel within the float
decks, causing the steel to rust and expand, leading to the cracks and spalls. Cracks and spalls allow
more oxygen and corrosive elements to penetrate to the steel and accelerate further damage. The
expected life of modular concrete style floats is approximately 30 years (largely a function of insufficient
cover over reinforcing steel in the modules), which these floats have exceeded. With a rigorous
maintenance program, it is possible to extend the life of the floats to up to 40+ years, but steps should
be taken to inhibit chloride intrusion to extend the effective life. Surface rust from sources on the decks
other than the reinforcing steel may be removed with oxalic acid and rinsed with fresh water and Dutch
cleanser, although care should be taken to ensure that subsequent/future environmental restrictions
are considered and addressed.
Larger cracks and spalls on the deck surface can be repaired using a Sika Top, or similar product, to
patch the damaged area. Surface prep and environmental control are critical when performing a
concrete patch repair. In order to protect the float deck from further damage, a sealer can be applied to
inhibit intrusion and slow corrosion and spalling. In areas where the tri‐frame concrete panel has
spalled or chipped, we recommend replacing the tri‐frame concrete panel with a newer hard‐plastic
panel. These panels come in different colors, including a gray color with a roughened (slip‐resistant
texture) surface that resembles concrete and provides traction.
This condition assessment was limited to above‐water (deck) observations, and it is unknown if damage
has occurred to the concrete modules below waterline. It may be prudent to have a dive inspection
conducted in areas with noted freeboard measures in excess of 13 inches to determine if sections of
concrete have spalled from the modules. Excessive freeboard could be indicative of the floats losing
mass by spalling, causing them to ride high. It is worth noting that there are products that can be used
to patch concrete underwater, but the work is difficult to perform, requiring divers, and the finished
product is questionably effective. Underwater concrete damage may be the limiting factor in the final
life expectancy of the float system. Generally, concrete damage below water is not regarded as a
structural deficiency, but can hasten waler wear and contribute to uneven floatation.
Utilities
Loose utility pedestals were found in a number of locations along the floats. Many of these were due to
decay in the walers the pedestals are installed on. In other locations the pedestals had been incorrectly
bolted to the floats using lag bolts installed in the gap between the double walers, which have pulled
free. For those installed in damaged walers, waler replacement and reinstallation of pedestals using
new galvanized hardware will be a sufficient short‐term fix. In cases where lag bolts were installed in‐
between walers, re‐drilling and installing the lag bolts into one of the two double walers will provide a
sturdier connection.
The utility brackets along the mainwalk of Q dock were heavily corroded, and in many cases were
completely corroded away, leaving the conduit unsupported and submerged in the water. Throughout
the rest of the docks, the utility brackets typically showed significant surface rust. However, the
thickness of the remaining material, excluding Q Dock hangers, appears to be sufficient to withstand
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several more years of corrosion before they would require replacement. Since future utility upgrades
are likely before these brackets fail, it is not recommended to replace all of the brackets at this time, just
the brackets that have completed corroded away. Upgraded utilities will most likely require new and
revised brackets to support the desired components.
Cleats and other accoutrements generally appeared to be in satisfactory condition except where
damaged or deteriorated walers have weakened their capacity. Similar to the utility pedestals, some
cleats on G Dock were also observed to be attached with lag bolts that were installed in‐between the
walers. It is recommended that these cleats be removed and re‐attached by drilling and thru‐bolting
into the waler timbers. A number of cleats show significant surface rust that can affect the life and
function of the cleat. Heavily corroded cleats should be replaced if needed.
Vegetation Growth
Vegetation growth was observed in significant quantities on some timber walers and the tops of the
piles. Moss and vegetation accelerates deterioration of the wood by holding moisture on the surface
and not allowing the wood to dry, as well as hiding decayed walers from inspection. All moss and
vegetation should be mechanically removed, and dirt and soil removed and cleaned from the cracks and
surfaces of the wood to help preserve it. The piles were inspected from above‐water line, at high and
low tide, by visual observation and sounding with a hammer, and found to be satisfactory with no
hollow or excessively worn sections. Fiberglass or plastic bird caps could be installed on the tops of the
timber piles to help keep water from soaking into the body of the pile.
Access
Access ladders were not observed on any of the docks throughout the observation. It is recommended
to add dock safety ladders throughout the docks to comply with safety standards. They should be
placed at the end of an adequate number of finger floats to provide safety egress to someone who falls
into the water.
In general, gangways appeared to be in good condition; however, an ADA ramp was not observed and
could be added to the marina. One option would be to install a new access point in between L and M
Docks so that access could be given to both docks from one location. Generally, an 80‐foot‐long
gangway ramp is needed in order to accommodate the necessary slope requirements for an ADA ramp.

NEXT STEPS
Based on the findings and recommendations presented above, there are three possible options to
consider in moving forward. The first option would be to continue to perform minimal maintenance.
This option will allow the floats to continue to be utilized in the same capacity that they’re currently
being used, but will also allow components to degrade and deteriorate at an accelerated rate. With this
option, the Port can expect another 5 years of useful life out of the float system before serious
problems, increased component damage, and safety issues will demand attention.
The second option would be to perform repairs or upgrades. This option would primarily focus on
replacing walers, thru‐rods, some module replacement, and other damaged components as identified by
a comprehensive, detailed condition assessment, as well as installing a new electrical system and utility
hangers. Other areas of focus would be to adjust and tighten rods, bolts, and other hardware, eliminate
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trip points, correct uneven freeboard, repair concrete spalls and major cracks, and install safety ladders.
Some concrete float modules may need to be replaced to extend the life of units exhibiting heavy
corrosion and surface failure in order to extend to more than 10 years additional life. The approximate
cost for this option would be $9M to $10M and could extend the life of the facility for another 10 to 20
years.
The third option would be to replace the existing floats with an entirely new system of floats. This
option would require the development of a plan for phased replacement with the desired new slip mix
and configuration. The Port conducted a Marina Comprehensive Plan in 2008, which proposed a new
marina layout and provided cost estimates for planning. This option would incorporate new access piers
with ADA gangways as well as dredging to accommodate larger vessels, as needed. Other facility
improvements desired by the Port could be incorporated as well. The approximate cost for this option
would be $50M to $60M. The life of this facility would depend on the type of system chosen, but could
extend for another 30 or 40 years.
The following list summarizes the options and costs associated with each option:
1) Minimal Maintenance Option (5 years until major issues arise): Cost ~ $500k to $1M
a. Q Dock may not even last 5 years, given its current condition and rapid deterioration
b. Electrical system has some major concerns that really should be addressed
c. Ladders should be added
2) Repair/Upgrade (extend facility life 15 to 20 years) : Cost ~ $9M to $10M
a. Full comprehensive condition assessment to determine all repairs needed
b. Replace walers and thru‐rods as specified
c. Replace other damaged components (hoops, cleats, rub strips, etc.)
d. Tighten rods, bolts, other hardware
e. Eliminate trip points
f. Freeboard correction, add floatation billets as required
g. Clean and repair concrete deck spalls and major cracks or damage
h. Install new utility hangers throughout and re‐support utility lines
i. Install new electrical system, including 30/50A service, new conductors, transformers,
etc.
j. Install new light poles and (LED) luminaires
k. Install dock safety ladders
3) Replacement (new facility life 50 to 60 years): Cost ~ $50M to $60M
a. Develop a plan for phased replacement (floats, piles, electrical, lighting, water, fire
system, access gangways, etc.)
b. Determine desired new slip mix and configuration
c. Coordinate phased construction/replacement to minimize tenant displacement
d. New access piers and ADA gangways
e. Dredging required for larger vessels
f. Other facility improvements (ladders, etc.)
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Photograph No. 1
Description:
Trip Point that has been
previously identified and marked
with caution tape.

Photograph No. 2
Description:
Trip Point along Q headwalk.

Photograph No. 3
Description:
Spalled concrete at a tri-frame on
Q headwalk.
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Photograph No. 4
Description:
Spalled concrete at a tri-frame on
Q headwalk.

Photograph No. 5
Description:
Heavily corroded utility bracket
along Q Dock.

Photograph No. 6
Description:
Utility brackets corroded away
completely or missing along Q
Dock. Note: lifting conduit out
of water with yellow pry bar.
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Photograph No. 7
Description:
Damaged tri-frame that was
replaced with plastic panel at the
end of Q Dock. Steel and
hardware used to patch waler are
heavily corroded. Recommend
replacing the damaged walers and
corroded hardware.

Photograph No. 8
Description:
Concrete panel spalling, requires
patching or replacement.

Photograph No. 9
Description:
Damaged waler at the end of a
finger float on P Dock that was
repaired with a short section of
waler. This short waler section
does not maintain the strength
capacity of the pile hoop
connection. These components
should be removed and replaced
with a full-length waler.
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Photograph No. 10
Description:
Transverse crack, spalling in
finger float units.
Note: Insufficient cover on the
reinforcing steel has created
extensive surface rust bleed.
Units in this condition are most
likely not repairable. Extension
of life to more than 10 years will
likely require replacement of
concrete module.
Photograph No. 11
Description:
Potable water system bracket
with corroded and missing
hardware. Recommend replacing
with new galvanized hardware.

Photograph No. 12
Description:
Concrete cover panels on steel
frame at corner point. Corners/
edges broken, not sitting level on
frame ledgers, causing trip
points.
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Photograph No. 13
Description:
Broken, cracked, or missing
reflective blue markers at fire
standpipes on O Dock.

Photograph No. 14
Description:
Typical corrosion in concrete
panels where the corrosion from
the reinforcing steel has cracked
the concrete panels.

Photograph No. 15
Description:
Damaged waler on a finger float
on M Dock. Cleat was pulled
out of the waler and put back
next to the original spot. Waler
should be replaced in this
location.
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Photograph No. 16
Description:
Loose board at the head of a
finger float of L Dock that is
creating a trip point.
Recommend replacing with new
board and securing to remove
trip hazard.

Photograph No. 17
Description:
Missing pile hoop at the bottom
of the gangway leading to JKL
Docks.

Photograph No. 18
Description:
Rubboard broken and falling off
the end of a finger float on K
Dock.
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Photograph No. 19
Description:
Cleat missing near the end of K
Dock, likely lost due to corroded
hardware.

Photograph No. 20
Description:
Worn waler on finger float on J
Dock. Recommend replacing the
waler.

Photograph No. 21
Description:
Rotten waler on the headwalk to
Q Dock.
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Photograph No. 22
Description:
Loose pile hoop on the headwalk
to Q Dock.

Photograph No. 23
Description:
Excessive corrosion on a pile
hoop on Q Dock mainwalk.

Photograph No. 24
Description:
Finger float listing approximately
4” at the end of N Dock.
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Report
TO:

John Olsen @ PND Engineers, Inc.

FROM:

Ed David, P.E.

PROJECT:

Port of Anacortes – Cap Sante North Basin

SUBJECT:

Marina Electrical System Assessment

A.

DATE:

August 19, 2015

PROJECT NO.:

2015-005

Overview
This report is intended to assist in budgeting for electrical repairs and/or upgrades at the Cap Sante
Marina. This follows a site visit conducted by our office on July 1, 2015. Our observations were
visual in nature; some panels and boxes were opened for visual inspection of the interiors.
Electrical testing was not a part of this effort.
This report focuses on the marina electrical system. This includes shore power outlets/pedestals,
dock wiring (feeders), and the distribution panels serving docks. A coordination study of
overcurrent protective devices is not within the scope of this report. This report notes deficiencies
observed. It is not within the scope of this report to include a complete or comprehensive list of all
deficiencies that exist in the marina.

B.

Existing Conditions
1.

Electric Service(s): The north basin docks are served from (3) upland services. Dock J-K-L,
M-N-O, and P-Q, each have a 400-amp, 480-volt, 3-phase service and associated distribution
panel.

2.

Power Distribution: Each of the (3) main distribution panels serving the north marina is
located in utility enclosures near its respective approach pier. The breaker in the
distribution panel serves as the code required disconnect (within 50-feet of the dock) for JK-L and M-N-O; the disconnecting means for P-Q dock exceeds the maximum 50-foot
distance to the disconnects.

3.

Dock Wiring: Dock wiring is installed inside PVC raceways on the side of the floating docks.
There is no in-float chase system installed in any of the floating dock modules. Feeders are
installed below whalers on the side of the float; suspended by reverse mounted galvanized
steel j-hangers.
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Feeders (480-volt, three-phase) are routed from the upland services to unit substations
located on the floating docks. Each dock is equipped with (3) unit substations spaced
roughly 1/3 the length of the dock. Unit substations transform 480-volt, three phase, to
240/120-volt, single phase. Two to four 240/120-volt circuits (125-150 amp) extend from
the unit substations to the loop fed shore power pedestals.
Shore power pedestals are equipped with conventional utility grade glass enclosed meters,
circuit breakers, and shore power outlets, for two slips. These units are manufactured by
Skyline Electric or Unicorn Power. Pedestals on G-dock are Midwest Dock Master type.
Pedestals are loop fed from unit substation distribution panels (240/120-volt).
Shore Power Connections: Shore power outlets are predominantly 20-amp, 120-volt, twistlock receptacles with corresponding 20-amp single pole circuit breakers. Outlets and
circuit breakers for two slips are housed in a single enclosure.

4.

Comments:


Dock lighting is provided via post mounted high intensity discharge luminaires. These
fixtures are at the end of their service life. Our field visit/observation was conducted during
daylight hours so the effectiveness of the lighting system could not be observed. Based on
the quantity, type, and locations of the light fixtures, we suspect that areas of the floating
docks are not lit to Illuminating Engineers Society (IES) recommended levels for pedestrian
traffic.



Widespread deterioration of electrical components is present throughout the system. This
includes:
o

Shore power receptacles that are beyond their service life. In many cases the spade
connectors inside the receptacles are corroded, burnt, or no longer provide a secure
connection with the shore power cables. Because shore power is provided at 20amps, adaptors are required to connect a 30-amp boat power cord to the shore
power outlet. Some users connect to these using rigid one-piece adaptors. These
rigid adaptors act as a lever on the receptacle. This levering often causes one or
more spade connectors to back out of the receptacle to the extent that the connector
does not make solid contact inside the receptacle. Reduced contact area can
produce enough heat to cause a fire without tripping the circuit breaker. Corrosion
on contacts can have a similar effect.

o

Several shore power pedestals are not rigidly secured to the dock. This can create a
dangerous condition. I.e., a boat or dock cart strike can loosen or pull out
conductors from terminals. The pedestal housing can become a shock hazard if
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loose conductors come in contact with the steel enclosure. In addition, some
pedestals have missing and broken parts.
o

C.

Unit substations are corroded, damaged, and/or have missing components. Noise
from the unit substation on a P-dock transformer suggest that the windings are no
longer securely mounted.

Considerations
1.

Codes: the National Electrical Code (NEC) and corresponding Washington Administrative
Code (WAC) apply to this installation; specifically Article 555, Marinas and Boatyards. The
NEC is updated every three years. The latest NEC is the 2014 edition; released in late 2013.
Washington State adopts NEC content with revisions as specified in the WAC. WAC
adoption follows an updated NEC edition by approximately one year.
The WAC does not require an owner to change a system to meet new requirements for each
code cycle unless not doing so poses a threat to public safety. Whether to modify a system
to comply with current electrical codes is a difficult question for owners as the code itself
exists to protect public safety. Current codes are enforced as a part of modifications to a
system. As a result, a plan for small changes can have a larger than expected impact as
newer requirements must be applied to both upstream and downstream components. This
ripple effect typically does not apply to components that are replaced ‘in-kind’.
NEC and WAC changes for marinas and boatyards after the North Marina was constructed in
1983 include significant changes. Items of particular note are:
(a)

Shore power to slips must be a minimum of 30-amp, 120-volts. This requirement
has been in effect for over 30-years.

(b)

Ground fault protection (at 100ma) is required for the main overcurrent device (i.e.
circuit breaker). As an alternative, ground fault protection may be provided in
branch or feeder breakers.
Ground fault equipment is a relatively new requirement for marinas. It was added
in an attempt to reduce the number of cases of electric shock drowning (ESD). ESD
is a fresh water phenomenon, where low level AC currents cause muscular paralysis
to swimmers. Please refer to the Electric Shock Drowning Prevention Association
for additional information (http://www.electricshockdrowning.org/).

(c)

Datum plane requirements. This requires electrical connections to be above
prescribed heights.
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D.

Discussion:
The components of the North Marina electrical system can be broken into the following categories:
1. Electrical Service & Main Distribution Panel – receives connection from PUD and connects
dock feeders.
2. Distribution Feeders – 480-volt wiring from the main distribution panel to the dock panels.
3. Unit Substations – transforms 480-volt circuits to 240/120-volts and provides over current
protection.
4. Dock Feeders – wiring from the unit substations to the shore power outlets.
5. Shore power outlets – Skyline or Unicorn pedestals. Except Dock G utilizes Midwest
Dockmaster Pedestals.
The disposition of each of these elements is described as follows:
Electrical Service & Main Distribution Panel: The existing 400-amp services are adequate for the
floating docks when using 30-amp, 120-volt shore power. With the exception of a few newer
panels, the service and distribution equipment is approaching the end of its service life. Reliability
of overcurrent protection in the older panels is suspect due to age and environment.
Distribution Feeders: Distribution feeders are adequately sized for 30-amp, 120-volt shore power
connections. Physically, however, the conduit system is not contiguous and portions of the building
wire (type THWN) is exposed to the elements. Portable power cable used as a transition between
the upland and floating docks are ageing. Service life on these cable transitions are 20-25 years.
Separate grounds from unit substations to grounding electrodes (on shore) were not visible. The
continuity of the grounding system, ground connections, and locations, should be tested.
Unit Substations: The unit substations are adequately sized for use with 30-amp, 120-volt, shore
power outlets; however, they are well beyond typical service life for this equipment. Much of the
enclosure and connections fall below the electrical datum plane (defined as a space within 12”
vertically from the top of the dock). Oxidation and corrosion are visible on the exterior of the units.
Dock Feeders: Dock feeders are adequately sized for use with 30-amp, 120-volt shore power
outlets. As with other wiring and feeders discussed in this report, the dock feeders conduit system
is not contiguous, mechanical fasteners are corroding and ineffective in some locations, and wire is
exposed to the outside environment.
Shore Power Outlets: Receptacles are rated for 20-amps, 120-volts. This is below the current code
minimum of 30-amps per slip (NEC Article 555). The protective circuit breakers are over 35-years
old and are suspect. Testing, replacing receptacles, repairing housings, testing/replacing circuit
breakers, would exceed the cost of a new assembly.
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Electrical meters used for revenue reimbursement are required to be maintained in accordance
with ANSI C12.1. Meters that are no longer sealed may not meet this standard. Meters should be
inspected/tested to verify functionality.
E.

Summary:
By calculation, the marina system is not overloaded; however, the system as a whole is well beyond
its service life. Typical life expectancy for marine electrical systems is 20-25 years. The collective
age and condition of the components is such that the costs of repair will likely equal or exceed the
cost of replacement.
Note: G-Dock is of newer construction. None of the items discussed above apply to G-dock. Except
for the absence of ground fault protective equipment, G-dock is in good condition with no noted
systemic problems. Pole light lenses are yellowed and discolored. Recommend replacing lenses
and upgrading to LED lamps/drivers. Note that a light pole on G-dock has a damaged base. The
light fixture was noted and reported to the Marina Office at the time of observation. A photo is
included at the end of this report.
Due to the age, condition, and configuration, of the north marina electrical system there are few
alternatives that are financially viable other than complete system replacement.


In order to make the existing electrical system safe for an extended operating period, the
following work would need to be done:
o
o
o
o
o

o

Test circuit breakers throughout. Replace failed units.
Test (megger) electrical feeders.
Check/test all electrical connections; test grounding system continuity.
Replace panels, unit substations, and meters that have been in service over 20years.
Remove existing dock feeders; increase wire size, conduit, and junction boxes, as
necessary for new wire. Suggest using G-cable as opposed to conventional building
wire in conduit.
Overhaul all shore power pedestals, including:
 Replace receptacles and circuit breakers.
 Refinish housings by removing corrosion and refinishing.
 Repair and replace covers, hinges, etc.
 Test meters for accuracy.
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F.

Photographs:
Shore Power Pedestals:
A typical shore power pedestal is shown (left). The left shore power
connection shows the recommended pigtail adaptor. This pigtail converts
the 30-amp shore power cord connector from the vessel to the 20-amp
shore power receptacle.

Minor damage to pedestals can lead to more significant problems. The
broken circuit breaker cover shown (left) allows additional moisture
intrusion into the pedestal and breaker. This will accelerate corrosion at
terminals and degrade the performance of the circuit breaker. The lids on
this series of shore power pedestal were not completely watertight when
new.

G-Dock power pedestal (left). This Midwest Dockmaster pedestal is
approaching 10-years in service. Dirt and minor wear is evident;
however, the lid covering the shore power receptacles and circuit
breakers is still performing as designed. Annual maintenance of this
pedestal will keep it operating for at least another 10-years.
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Meters:
The meter shown (left) is no longer sealed. Corrosion is visible inside the
unit. Meters in this condition should be replaced.

Shore Power Connections:
The shore power connection shown (left) is partially connected with at
least one of the spade connectors not making full contact with the
receptacle. When the connector of a shore power cord is not fully engaged
in the receptacle it reduces the effective contact area.
This condition can cause burning of the connectors and is a fire hazard.
The cause can be improper insertion of the plug (not fully inserting and
twisting), and worn connectors within the receptacle. In the photograph
(below left) a user has added a makeshift lanyard to hold the receptacle
into place. This is a sign that the receptacle may be unserviceable and
should be replaced.
The photo to the right shows a charred shore
power receptacle connector. This burnt
connector will no longer function as intended.
The current that passes through will be limited to
a smaller area and cause additional heating –
even under normal electrical loads.
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Shore Power Connections (Cont’d):
The connection method utilized by users should be reviewed. Particularly
in areas where 20-amp shore power connections are still in service. These
20-amp outlets no longer match up with vessel connectors; some type of
adaptation must take place. The approach to this connection is very
important for the safety of the users. We recommend UL listed
manufactured pigtail adaptors. These adaptors consist of a short cord
segment with the appropriate male/female plug on each end. These
adaptors do not add significant weight or leverage to the assembly when
engaged in the receptacle.
Damaged or modified shore power cables (shown left) should be
repaired/replaced.
Wiring Methods:
The photo to the left shows a corroded galvanized
steel J hanger that is pulling away from the rubstrip and whaler. As this condition progresses
the conduit will separate at the joints allowing
water into the conduit.
The photo to the right shows a missing cover at
on the back side of a power pedestal. This will
allow rain and sea water into the conduit system.
Photos bottom left and right show additional
cases where the conduit system is no longer
contiguous. To the left, a cover is missing from the condulet. To the right
the lower conduit is pulling away from the junction box and exposing the
wire inside.
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G-Dock Lights
The photo to the left shows a typical pole mounted luminaire as installed
on G-Dock. These fixtures could be rehabilitated by changing the yellowed
lenses, reflectors, ballasts and lamps. Converting the fixtures to an LED
source would reduce maintenance and electrical costs. The reduced
maintenance and lower electrical costs will offset the installation costs
over time.
The lower left photo shows a cracked pole base. This was likely caused by
a vessel striking the pole. This pole is in danger of falling and should be
repaired as soon as possible. The marina office was notified of this
condition at the time of observation.
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